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We an witnessing In Savannah a mass psychosiscon. from a spreading national neurosis. It's called
"poycho<bauvmism." 1be siclmessmay have come from
as far away as Europe. 1be exact history of the disease
Is IIJlIIIJe it could've dated as far hack as three hundred
years 110; or very likely, u could've come over in the
PIIttwenty years from the Third Reich.
Two AlbioIL ~ Yoi« street seUerswere threat-
eoed by an off-duty pig who cursed and threatened
them brandishing a pIStol. Later he fabricated charges
of trampUos on an Amenkan flagand cursing an of-
flcer. However, his false charge of flag desecration can-
not stand up because FBI agents had just been on the
ICCne to Investigate a seller's flagfacsimile shirt. As for
his other charge well, what do you say to someone who
waves a gun In your face? Still the pig freely patrolled
for the city police for over a week after a warrant was
sworn out for his arrest. .And he had shouted althe
III1ersthat he would get them. As this editorial is being
wrllleR, It is still unsure whether any punitive action
has been taken aplnst him: policewill release no in-
formation about him. Vet summary investigatory act-
lion has been taken on his warrant against Richard
Sommers, one of the Albion's Voice streetdealers,
At Savannah Beach thug pigsgrabbed a 15 year-
old's copies of Albion's Yoice and ordered him not to
seUat the beach my more. This was done in spite of
Judge Shea's court orders for Beach police not to har-
rassAlbion's Yoice sellers because such prohibitive
actions would be in direct violation of Constitutional
rights of freedom of press. Pigswho insist on law and
order and yet violate the very laws they are supposed-
Iy employed to defend are either complete fools or
malicious toola, It is indeed ironic that they cloak them-
selvesiD the IIag and ahout belligerently that they are
'peace oflicen!' This editor wiUnot describe as pigs
police who do actually defend the rights of the people.
IIowever, it IIbecoming more and more difficult to
lind ofllcen who will not bend to orders of their sup-
erIon who command geatapo tactics be used against
the A example -la the poUce commissioner
.... court orders and naunta
01\ people with a lot of help from
hIIheadtmen. S- rcea at the 8eacb .. en went to
the trouble of flnInc:laJIy preaurinjf Southern Moton
out of ..... ' • ,IW die Steppenwolt Concert InAI-
6*1&" Yotal. That s h_ uptight they are 'down there.'
For 10IIII-. change Savannahpolice have
a11eJed orden not to haaIe long-hairs.This report came
from reliable sources; 10 if there is truth in it, it may ex-
jec~rea, thoup,hip people shou,dn'ttake this reprieve
pIaln why that off-duty pig tried to assault our street
.. lItrs. He mu t've felt hamstrung. Aside from any can.
owever shortlivc as total liberty . He doesn't just give
power without ulating his moves. Even if the 'hands-
o long-hairs' orde ere true, that doesn't mean the man
iSn~lllyitll.8ames h people's heads. It's like a chess
rgam one o~o squill may lj.e left f'l"'n; yet, those open
~ SQ es can e,slW lead 10 combfbations of captures.
There ","",'t been any m~r drug bush lately and
the silence is OlIIllIOUS, Rumors are out that Chief of Vice
Price has about fifty warrants to serve.He hasn't done much
since the last 'clean sweep' about a month ago. A lot of
people are getting hip to the fact that he is doing very lillie
to really solve Savannah's drug problem. About all he had
accomplished in his record of fifty or so arrests is make
the street dealers (smalltime people) along with a few psy-
chotics strung out on drugs more paranoid. However, he
has done practically nothing to deal with the real sources











of drug traffic because that would mean investigating the
Mafia. Vice is nice at the right price. so heroin continues to
flow and profits £romblacks and junkies continue to grow.
A word ofJl4vice to all those who dig their grass: watch
your ass beca\ftCiiIIlllesaJe arrests are about tlr ..... 'Hey BOW
what's that sound gain' 'round ...paranoia ...: Don't let the -.n
catch you 'Cltll8O he'4lil<e to put you away, ~oIly if.YJ!II~
in any way political, White Panther leader 10M SInclair1t'flf
for ten years for laying two joints on a narc who'd been pest-
ering for over a year for ·a tum on' in order to tum Sinclair
in. Know your friends: they're the people you really get high
with, even without drugs.
Stay together because we're for stormy weather: hip
people were assaulted downtown the other night by rednecks
and beaten badly. Also, John Richards an ex-CrisisCenter
worker, was gouged in the hand when trying to shield his
neck from a screwdriver welded by a redneck. John claims the
attack was not provoked by racial antagonisms (lcJhn's black)
so much as by his association with hip people and drugs, whicl
(he rednecks identified him with. In spite of John's natural
friendliness, the rednecks demanded his watch and then was
viciously attacked. He hurled himself from the car which was
going 60 m.p.h, That's desperation, man!
And that's what hip people and blacks can often expect
when they travel alone. Blacks have had to put up with it for
a long time; white niggers are just learning the rules of the
road. In Macon the pigmayor there ordered the police to shoo'
to kill looters and rioters. ';0 police (and Southern police
forces are well known to be infested with KKKmembers)
become Judge, Jury, and executioner in one inflammatory
order: The climate in Macon is about at riot breaking point
and ctty officials are only selVing to embroil and exacerbate
conditions of hate.
When and where this psychotic chauvinistic insanity
began has become an irrelevant question. Wemust deal with
the cancer now. If we really hope to heal and cure we ob-
vi I 'ous y cannot resort to bandages oecause beneath the skin
grows a malignanttumoLSpiritual consciousness mllSt be
developed that transcends the past and goes beyond to a
world where as Blake says, 'Joy laughs not! Sorrows weep
not I' and 'Truth
d
· b can never be told so as to be understood
an not e beficv'd ' S h '
t II
'I . uc a level of consciousness is not
a a eas, y attained th 'of ffi . ,ra er. It comes from an honest sense
, su ealnngand struggle. Sincere commitment and struggle
10' a re brnthPrhood hare t e only paths to making this
COUOlrytruly demoe I'not some schor ra IC"truly a land of free people, and
p y 'c ChaUVIRlStlCflag-waving insane asylum.
-Bill Strong
7(n.cL Pe.e.d..them ort
~ jl'!:J0loti"" a.-r-eO:f1tS ......
Well, here's our answer to the park per-
mit request filed for over three weeks ago. Every
weekend since the middle of May the Park and
Tree Commission hasn't. been.able to contact
all of the Commission's members for a decision
on whether or not Daffin Park or Forsyth Park
could be used for a People's Festival; Word fin-
ally comes to us:
Dear Mr. Strung:
I am sorry of the delay in reo
plying to your notes requesting use
of Daffin Park on the 20th and 21 st
of June.
It was necessary to check with the
Recreation Commission who are the
principal users of this Park. They ad-
vise they have scheduled various activ-




Park and Tree Commission
Now it seems a little incredible that the
entire area of Daffin Park is scheduled for the
times requested. The hours asked for are from
3p.m. until 12 midnight each day and night.
Evan if Daffin were already fully scheduled,
then why was no mention made of Forsyth
Park as an alternative? Once again, we're get-
ting the bureaucratic run around by City Hall.
The first application for a festival per-
mit was scheduled for the last weekend in May.
The application was filed for in mid May. The
end of May rolled around and no word came
from officialdom. Then a request was made for
the first weekend in June; next request the sec-
ond weekend, now the third, and each time the
Park and Tree Commission has stalled on the
requests. We were told that the Commission
met on June the 9th; so we waited to hear from
them on the 10th. Finally, we took the initia-
tive to call them on the 10th, and we were
told that no decision had.been made. The
phone was abruptly slammed down on the o-
-tiler en4 before any discussion could cross
the wires.
The People's Festival Steering Commit-
tee can do nothing/egitimately ,until a parI per-
mit is approved: bands can't be scheduled (and
we had three heavy groups promising to come
from Atlanta this time); speakers can't be given
dates to prepare speeches for; publicity can't be
run off. To prepare a festival takes at least two
weeks notice from City Hall. But all bureaucracy
does is stall. It looks like officialdom wants to
keep things closed to everyone except 'their kind
of people: That means, of course, that not much
is going to be granted for young people - unless
young people really liberate themselves and start
making demands, start demanding to be recog-
nized,
In case nothing much was said of the Constitu-
tion in your high or grammarschool, then some
review would be good at this point: the Bill of
Rights guarantees the right of peaceful public
assembly; freedom of speech and of press, a-
mong certain other inalienable rights which are
being much too often brushed aside and ignor-
ed by government officials. Now's the time for
the people to assert their rights - let's make the
parks [or the people this summer!
If you want to hear good music ana
feel good vibes here in Savannah instead of hav-
ing to drive aJl the way to Atlanta or elsewhere,
then you should come out to Daffin, the corner
near the Krystal, and start planning the next fes-
tival with your brothers and sisters. Don't just
sit around and wait for us at Albion'« Voice to
make your moves for you. Let's get it together
and we won't feel so hassled by the hot weather.
- Bill Strong
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Savannah, Georgia: an AlI·American
City, a city where change is synonymous with
Communism and 90% of the people don't even
know what true communism is; a city full of
beauty, if you stick to the 17 mile tour that
takes you around the tremendous slum district;
a city which has lost more men in Vietnam per
capita than any other city in America. Where
Moratorium Day is a Soviet Plot, and the Peace
Festival draws a big crowd of about 200. A
city of super-patriots, flag-wavers yet where
the constitution is flagrantly abused and ignored.
A city where money is donated to the Symphony
Orchestra so the rich people can have "good mu-
sic" while dozens of poor families live in shacks
or on the streets. A city which allows its water
and air to be abused by industries because no
one wants to rock the boat. A city that has a
monument commemorating the Confederate
dead in a Black park. A city of" America: Love
It or Leave It" and national unity maniacswho
think the South shall rise again and make a holi-
day out of every confederate general's birthday.
Young people are denied an education because
they dare to dress how they please instead of
how they are told. Long-hairs can't find jobs
because of their appearance. A peace festival
is almost impossible to hold because the con-
stitutional right to freedorn of peaceful assern-
bly is denied to the younger generation. The
"Freedom and Justice for All" routine is only
for white middle and upper class straight a·
dults. Basic human rights don't exist at all. Is
this reallyAmericanisnjl I'vc read too many
books about the America Dreal)Wf TIlOl1l;IS
Jefferson. PatrickHenry erhas P4!JMt,and men
like these to believe tha avanriah ii'ihe fulfiJI·
ment of this dream. If these men were alive to-
day, they would probably be on the staff of
many of the underground newspapers that arc
called trash by so many Amerikans.
.- Ira Giffen
Idoubt any of you reading this aren't aware
that our fragmented and decadent culture is rapidly
heading for a bloody civil war, but when the shit starts
to fly, how many of you will be physically up for
whatever may happen to yout How many of you are
ready to resist when the man comes to drag you to
the 'camps'? Lately there's been a lot of awakening
among the students and heads, but when it comes
down to it, the average white radical is a pushover.
Mentally, more and more people are right on but
physically they are still in the groovy acid love-is-
all routine and never have changed,
Reject the jock or the redneck but respect
his strength. His strength will make him the winner
whether he's kicking your long-haired ass at the
Keystal on Saturday night or coming at you to rub
you out in the not too distant future. People are
being killed on our campuses and in the streets.
All you white niggers out there had better get your-
selves together. Your enemies want to put you out
and they're doing their best to do it. The black
brothers are getting it on because they know all
too well what's,happening. What are you doing?
If you re rapping and finding put about
Our land ofliberty keep it up - but if you're at
the same.tulle a stoned-out freak who hasn't seen
an~ physical conditioning since P.E. class you're
gOing to come out on the bottom. - ,
It might be outasight to look like a
speed freak but tuck fashion TI '
f f . . lere.s no timeor ashton. Become a brute Do y .I . oga exercises
guarantee they'll do the trick. If not 0 '
th~n regularcalesthenics or swimming ~r~~ .
thlllg you can think of. Don't th,' k I' :. n 0 It m .e-
actlonary terms of how hakey ph . I 1_ . ." - YSH.:a ell ture
nut. are. tlunk ul the day whe . I'
b n a I your para·nUl as ecollle rC;"tlityand the p' , I
1£ IS t Jere '0
rub you out. If you"re not up to it .
dead. ' you re
.. Branden Waring
This letter was not thrown together for the purpose of
knocking the movement but for the purpose of knockmg
the hypocrites in il. It's hypocritical to point your finger
at someone else, to judge a man on his atnre or by ho~
much hotch he's done. It seems to me not unly the white
collar conservative points his plastic finger, but also the
so-called hip factions in our community.. '.
too many so-called hips preach against pollution;
yet I've seen all to many throwing their fucking KrystaI
cups around, then hop into their big greasy, cap.tahsltc
pig machine spewing shit int~ the arr we breathe. So W~y
don't we all resort to something small, compact. and ec-
onomical like perhaps a bicycle or a thumb and try to
solve the problem instead of increasing it?
It seems unbeiieveable to me that our people hang
out or around the Krystal, which is actually a big greasy
symbol of the capitalist, whom we arc trying to des,troy.
Isn't that where the pigs actoally want you so that big
brother' can keep his eye on you? Surely, we ca," find a
place of communal'aclivity more seedy than this. Then
people can get together and inhale the sweet aromas of
pot and drench themselves with their favorite beverages,
withoot being paranoid. Let's everybody get their shit
so we can get together and stop bullshiting yourself
and start living instead of just existing.
I'm sorry we've pointed our linger, but it was in
the cause of broadening the outlooks of EVERYONE












































































































































cd Robert Pierson.anundercuver Chicago Jlg



















Mr.Charles Gary washired byMr.
Scaleashisatorney.Sealeaskedandwasre-
fusedapostponementonIhegrounds that
Mr.Gary couldn't betherebecau.e ofama-
.ioroperation whichhewasscheduled toreo
coverfromaround September 15,1969. The
nextthingSealeaskedforwashisconSlitu- 1







































fl' fight 1\'/ /Jilt"! !dl'l'
Law Enforcement: An Interview
The man being interviewed was not the enemy although
his previous working experience reads like the build-up
of fascist power in this country.
Chatham County Police Dept. '66
Savannah Police Dept. ' 68
State Trooper __ _ _'69 __
Police: The .uajority 01 tnt: tluee nranches are dedicated
men, dedicated to serving the people. This is their life.
In this profession you've got a minority which was dem-
castrated in rhis incident with Rev. Tiller. A prudent
man (rained in Jaw enforcement and using common
sense, which is what makes a good officer, would have
stood away from it (Tiller Incident) completely. Because
undoubtedly, the man who made the areest didn't know
what he was doing. E' "if he (Tiller) had committed
an infraction. a good officer would have substantial
fact and probable cause before making an arrest.
Albion: What would you attribute to the fear people
have toward law enforcement?
POlice:Eariy training. Parents use the police to scare
-heir children. 'if you're not good we're gonna send the
policeman after you.' It just isn't good.
AJbion: Why have plice harrassments increased?
1'91ice: It's this minority which will continue the harrass-
ment of the people. The applicants are not screened pro·
perly. The applicants are taken to a psychiatrist and are
given a series of tests that could be taken from Reader's
Digest. The psychiatrist gets his 30 bucks and is satis-
fied, and the test could be passed by anyone who grad-
uated from grade school.
Albion: Do you have anything to say about the police
harrassment of 'long-hairs'?
Police: I'll use hair in comparison to shiny shoes. Why
does one man use spit polish and another man brush
polish? It's all according to one's own taste.
Albion: Do you see any reason for shutting down our
newspaper?
Police: [ don't see any reason to shut it down, and it
would take more than some politican's word. I do dis-
agree whole heartly with your viewpoint on Vietnam.
[ served 18 months over there.
Albion: Nationally, do you have an opinion about the
Chicago 8, the Conspiracy Trial?
Police: ! can't say.! don't have all the facts.
4lbion: How did this issue (3) effect you?
I'oli&e: Looking at your picture (P,!3) I can't conceive
of any officer Iknow personally, doing something
like this and knowing that his picture is being taken.
Chief Love is one of the finest men who ever walked
the face of this earth. He's fair and believes in his own
convictions. He's not a 'yesman'. Chief Love would
fire any man right on the spot for this (see photo).
Albion: When does a policeman have the right to shoot?
Police: Only when his life, another's life, or a felong is
being immediately enacted.
Jlbion: One last question: How does Georgia stand
on demonstrations?
Police: I'll relate to a story that happened when [ grad·
uated from the Georgia Police Academy in Atlanta. Gov-
ernor Maddox spoke to the class saying that anyone seen
even spitting during a demonstration he (Gov. Maddox)
wanted us to knock down or he would have our jobs.
Albion: Thank you and we will keep your name out of
this article. You can stop by and read it before it goes
to press and add or discuss any part of it.
Police: I'd like to end with just one thing. The only law
that man needs is common sense.
Albion: Peace, Brother.
SlllNG A .PIG?
BERKELEY, Calif. (LNS}-- How to sue the police
is the subject of an important article by two San Fran-
cisco atiorneys. The article, "Police Misconduct litiga-
tion " by Aim Fagan Ginger and Louis H. Bell, is now
available in book form, $2 for a single copy plus 804 for
air mail pcstage. Send to: Publications, Box 673, Berke·




RIGH T IN») ."
- [Editor's note: The following is the new introduc-
tion for Abbie Hoffman's book Revolution for the Hell
of It, to be published in september by pocket Books,. Inc.]
In Revolution for the Hell of It, I wrote that WIth-
in six months it would be outdated. Thus,now twO ye~rs
after theevent·of Chicagoand the thoughts expressed In
the boOK, some comments seem in order. I read the book
now 8$ one thumbs through a family scrapbook, 8$ say
Charlie Chaplin felt when years later he wasasked to nsr-
rate the silent film "Gold Rush" MId could not help but
refer to himself 8$ "the little fellow."
Two-yeafSin a revolution even a revolution for the
hell of it, isa long time. The Ldwer E8$tSide WasOD'ed
on heroin. People'sPark was 110m by usand crushed by
them. WoodstockNation was born and diluted by the
celluloid world of hip capitalism. The Black Panthers
have emerged8$ the most revolutionary force in the land.
The Weathermenhave unleashed the rageinside each yip·
pie, and yippieshave turned on the weather~
ging culture. A new breed of stoned revoluti. tom·
munists sneakaround the country blowi :/Kti and blo
ing up pig sties.Women's Liberation,' 'than an o-
ther movement10emergeduring th two ye r-
ees us to examineour style of 1M 0"'" the
century, to haverevolution in , ntaIe
macy mustbe smashed,includi •
book. A militmt Gay Liberati
our stereotypesof masculini
enemiesof life that drove us
words iichickll and iifaj(' and
they imply must be purged "
tural Revolution meansa disa
valuesheldby our parents who
decaying institutions of a dying
Morestill has happened. A
"as tau;'t us 10be hysterically i
mination lD smash the stale before
Revolution is the festiv+' of the
but dtJncing on bmk_igl_ or on
-,<ing lot would be the fulfil"""'t of
Then thtJre is the WAR. Their war
and b1Uf1war 10make the world safefro
o;ommunistdevils. Safe for us? BulMit! Safe for Gulf
Slicks, Dupont Napalm-Freaks, Reynolds Tobacco Can-
· etH', Bob Hopelessand his Kulture of Greed, Yale Heroin
DispenSariesand Howard Johnson's 32 flavors (all of
which, incidentally, turn out to be vanilla.!
Don't forget the TRIAL either. The Prosecutor
; read for days from "Mr. Hoffman's revolutionary hand-
· book." Revolution jar the Hell of It, the antic dabbfings
of this lirrte fellow called FREE, woreused to convict
· us and to convict our culture. Aside fram a few obscenity
trials, lawyers tell me Revulution for the Hell of /I is the
only published book in rhe judicial history of the United
States used as prosecution evidence in a criminal case. I'll
never forget being on the witness stand in Julius Hoffman's
neon oven, with Mr. Schultz representing the G, as it is
referred to in prisons:
. PROSECUTOR: "Now. Mr. Hoffman, what were
you wondering when you wrote this"....l"
DEFENDANT: "Does wondering _ d_
ing, Mr. Schultzl"
PROSECUTDR: "Yes, that's right" (waving boo
DEFENDANT: "I've neverbt1tIn on trial for my
dreamsbefore, I'll have ro think a bit "
Five year priSf)fl _ for dreaming, Ra"""';ng,
undeclared wars, repression in the Black colony, and, .
finally, attempts 10 devour us, the life-sBeking children..
of the beast are the reality of the New Order, The Phil-
istineshave'moved to Washington, A",ew, Nixon, Mit·
chell and Company are more determined than ever to ..
that the Festival of Life never happt1nson the Planet
Earth. In the belly of the pig, the young kick like herds
of electronic savages, The stakeshavegone up. Death
has come to our Nation as ith8$continuously been a pa
of the Black Nation. Not the sratistical death of body
counts and traffic mishaps, but the death of flesh and
blood. Fred, Ralph, Diana, Tedand Terry are gone for-
_fi.ldridge has been dr/vim out of the countrY. Rap
MId fugitives on the FBI "10 most wanted list. '
rk, Billy, Jane, Eleanor, Dana, Jeff and
carry on the struggle of waging war fro,
, Tim, John, Jim are in prison for mo
Jerry, Dave,Tom and Rennie are Ii,
as are our courageous lawyers Le
~rened with the electric. chIIir in
""",ment makes it quile clear th
'ty 10 fO' usall, The mtistics_
have joked with, argued with, an
_ far mont than symbols of ,.
Ilife ptlQ(J/e who flash in my con-
intellectuals deballl about whtttho
becoming fascist, or _tt:h the
in the srreets of New York.
t our NVOIutifltl..mustbe bam out of
ro talc:e mont ...,;;;;., ntltepnks
this socinY. The roy guiron rhe CCM
IWIIfilii'. N..-"';n wIIlllfPtIII A-a
in the tfYt1S of Amerika _ htwft all ~ tlti-
An armed strlJflltle iI not only Uwvitllble.
ing, and the yippies _ part of that.
Folks will mumble, "Abbie sure h.lost his_
of humor" and stuff like that, but thtIy _ utidIlt.tooe
Revolution for the Hell of It.Pinko liberals _ under-
stand, except as observing critics. Mao wrollt that ro un-
derstand revolution, one must participallt. If you want II
know the taste of a pear, you must change the pear by
eatingit yourself. This book was written with treasonin
my heart It was written with the knowledge that the in-
stitutions and values of imperialism, racism, and capiisl·
ismand the protestant ethic do not af/ow young people
to experience authentic liberation. It was written with
the intention of making fun subversive.And finally, maA
nomistake about it, it W8$written with the hope of des·
troying Amerika. Yippie!
Abbie Hoffman (convicted felo
May 31,.1 970fliberatioll news
~'ervice
WI·II CI-I WAY ?-<~>AMERI KA?
Most Americans tod'ay show an alarming lack of in-
dividuality. They are moving more and more with the
crowd and rapidly becoming infected with its medio-
crity. Through the use of control of the mass media,
censorship, and repetition of falsehood, control of
the crowds or masses of the people has reached an
astounding point. Our entire society is quickly being
forced into what can be described as a single mold
in which there seems to be intentionally fIXed pat-
terns of thought. (Blame for. this spreads from the
great military cabals which reach' deeper into our
lives eadll year, do"," to the bureaucratic labor
unions now in power among the working class.)
Most Americans today comider anyone differ·
ent from their standards a Communist. I would
be among the first to rebel against a Russian type
of government in America. But I don't think
developing our own totalitarian attitudes and
compulsions will help matters. The struggle
of this century is between two forces: submission
and conformity on one hand; independence, in-
dividuality. and dissent on the other. This strug'
gle makes the right for individual freedom and
di",ent all the more important.
Most Americans seem to fo,.t that the right
of revolution and dissent is an outstanding ana
unique part of our heritage. The right to atssent
and not the right or duty to confor." is the
element which gi.es man his dignity, worth,
and individuality. (How ,an you call yourself'
an individual if you find yourself continually
going the way of the crowd?) [f the American
people don't start using this right very soon,
they may wake up one morning to find they
have no right at all.
Article 10 of New Hampshire's charter not
only emphasizes the right to affirmative act-
. ion, but ~oes on to denounce submission to
tyranny. ~e Doctrine of ~onresistence again-
st arbitrary power and oppression is absurd, slavish,
~nd destructive to the good and happiness of man-
kind .• It's a disappointing fact that most Ameri·




In 195 I, Alan Freed, an Ohio disc jockey, coined
th. expressioR 'rock n' roll.' By 1954 it was the hit
of all the YOURSpeople and the older seneration thought
it was dissusUnS. But in Amerika any thins that's pop-
PlIr aets taken eM r by the bUsiness tycoons IJId pis
turned into a commoctitY. And that's the way it's
been emy since.
In the early 60tleI Bob Dylan came alORS·Then
the Beatlea, aad then Dope.
Rodi: IIIIIIk .. aoJDlthina we can claim as our own.
Somet1IIIIlI wbIcb we created. Yet Rock music isn't
~ by your or me or even our musicians. It',
lib beIMJottoma md lonabalt and dope. Everybody's
doinIlt. LIlt year it _ Soul music over at Savannah
IfIsb, _It's Led ZoppIin. The boll's wife is wearins
tIFt aaltIphugen. The vice·president of the local
bIlIt IIIIIObs h8ab. The trappinss of a life style are
ID arowuI us. Only wben we start tryins to shape our
own1lwel1llll1 the dedaloR IIIa1Ung pro-
ella... come ",., man' ao\DI
_111 the lleIIIlottoms wewant-he'l even
_ .... ..,._ ... 10 we can exchange for
dle 'psoper dille' of the Illy or nisht. Dope is used
In VIetDun to keep the troops docile so they won't
put a boll In the second lieutenant.
So what does thIa have to do with rock? Iper·
IlIlIa11y believe that mUlic: has chansed a lot of
fIOPle's heads. And that it can chanse a lot more.
So c:aUed rednecks dis Creedance Clearwater. Thev
lite SantlDa. People listen to Johnny Cash. Grand
Funk lilts heads toaether. Dis it,
Let's face the truth! most (aU) bands are into the
rock scene for the money, sex, dope, and !,restiJ!e
IIendrix has received eMr $75, 000 for an hour's
worth of music:a1entertainment (?) many times.
At Jut _k's Commen:iaI Carnival in Atlanta
Sladium.AJbert Kin& _ there and didn't play;
be wouhl probUIy fum had to play for free. His
time _ taken up by the white banda. Albert KinS
is a peat buiWtilt influencing Paae, Clapton,Town-
Ibeod IJId the rest of the 'super' p1itarists. Bonnie,
De1IDey IJId Friends showed up at the Atlanta
Sports Arena for a .... Only 300 freaks were pre·
_. BDlF ~'t play. Look at the Grateful
1leId. They've played thousands of free rock COlI·certs" om the Swea and are thousands of
doI1In 111 debt.But they're heads and hearts are
wItb the peopIe they play for. At Woodstock
perhIps the most important sin&Ie event occur·
red-lronlcaDy-11l the form ofviolenc:e; and
110I YIoIence apiISIl Ameriks but rather vioJ.
-- apilIIt lMotbeia.. 1be Who'sset included
- of Tommy IIIC1cIurina a break between
IIIlIII Abbie HoIJIDID, who _ bumminS on
llCld IIlICI a fuc:ke<kp head,leapt up to the
-ropboee and piously announced, '1 think
thlIlSl pole of shit" In his talk·rock album
IIbodaloct .1ioIJ b/)je dllms to have SlId
Free John Sinclal.' ....... er. people ha.. Ii
01\ tape and hundreds of thousands of people
fraked out on thIo""""l condemnallon of
The oodstoclr. the cultural revolullon,
et _clertnl the .... 1of COR!Coousness of
those hundreds of thousands of younS people
..... ot the explodina sunnse Tommy whal
Sly and the Family t..... had done earlier
Hoffllllll 1 seIZUre ol the mike and hIS"pol~
of S'ld clenunciauon -. IncredIbleacta of
vioIenc:e
The second act of violence was physical:
Peter Townshend, dean of Rock guitarists,
himself bumming on a dose of acid he had un-
willinsty sipped from a cup of coffee, quite
aware of the contradictions at Woodsto~k.
struck Abbie with his guiter hard and heavy,
like the music. And, ironically, a lot of folks
duS it. Especially the peace freaks who wanted
to see Hoffman as an "outside agitator. n a
scruffy, insolent, ego tripping thorn in the
side of Woodstock, the 'nation' he would la-
ter name md define for Amerika in the Chica-
go Consp cy trial. But nobody knew quite
what to e of the violent confrontation
between t two brothers, both of them
for some ti ~ for emulation by the,."~fR..-oItItloJt'{dr iii>
ioI HeUcfIl, t e the mposer of My Gen-
eration,both d. by Amerikan kapital-
iSI industries, bomW than subversive. Most
people don't talk. the incident at all; the
solden legend of WGlldstockwas so much more
beautiful without It
But Hoffman hllnaelfwas 10 freaked out
that he had to write IA entire book articulat.
ins to himself and us what took place. Wood-
stock fblion is about a bommer at White Lake
that as Hoffman says "culminated with a bat.
tie onstase with the Who.On one of those
rare acid trips where everyt!;;ns caves in .•
learned ~noul/l shit from it, thoush. that may.
be it wasn't _h a bummer after all. All. can
say is, man, I took a heavy trip!" Hoffman
says the confrosllatiolllwith Townshend "sym.
bolizes my aDllty'enmity attitude toward that
particular roclr.poop and the whole rock world
in seneral. Clearly, .Ioye their music and sense
in it the~1IY! to liberate millions of minds.
On the other hand, Ifeel compelled to challen.
ge .heir role in the community, to try and
crack their pIaatic dome."
Resardless of wllat 'politicals" may think
or say, Rock &; Roll is more important to young
people now than ewe before, althoush the kind
of importance it bas is chanynS radically. At
the present time, Rocken are rea1izins - Ii..
tenen, musicins, and middle men alike -
that Rock &; RoD tmII\ move beyond its kap-
Ilalistic consumer foundstion Orwe will see
summen of lMIrbedwirerock festivals, "Wood.
stock reservations," and youths divided into
Freaks and Conaumen(one will be busted,
Jalied. and murdered; the other will BlOWinto
loyal Amerikana with IonShair). It may very
well be that understandins the violent con-
fronlahon between Abbie Hoffman and Pet.
er Townshend at Woodstock can help us un.
derstand more of whal we are, whal divides
us, and what we !Me to do before we can
JOin In <hangmS the world we live in. If. how-
ever. thIS contradk:llOllomong the people is
nol resolved, and we do nol stand united as a
YJe tern revo)ut1onlry mo\'ement, then we will
nol be able to Irugle to win a place in the new
world. And Ihat's witat it's all about.
Gres Scoll, with help
from Miller Francis. Jr.
HYSTERICAL SAV'H/
Z is something that could easily happen right
here in Sav'h instead of where it was shot in
G.~. Ameribn conservatives and liberals
like to squabble over the usage 01 the term
'fascism'. Z zaps any such ouUshit arguments
over semantics.
At first Z comes on too propped like Anton-
toni's Zabrlskie Point. However, there is good
reason for character manipulation. Permit
after permit is denied the peace mov~me?t's
meeting place until finally the gathering IS
granted a hole in the wall union hall, a lot
like the Sav'h Peace Festival Will isolated by
city officials.
As the opposins forces of peace and violence
come to clash, dread violence strikes down the
liberal peace movement's leader. Investigation
ensues which is at first cynically against the
peace movement's charges of government com-
plicity in the assassination and beatings of the
peace deputies: however, gradually the truth
divulged, fact by fact, until the plot to kill
is revealed not as a leftist Communist con-
spiracy to discredit the government but as
a right wins thing. Shades of the.Kennedy
assassination that had similar instances of
remarkably coincidental deaths of key wit·
nesses and government coverups. There al·
ways jas to be a scapegoat; so the alien
forces of C~ has to be bla
To 1lvold the t\'illll"sovemmem 'officials tedly
blamed the peace movement for agitation; Ions-haired
hippies for degenerauon; and the Communist for corn-
plete corruption.
One major point brought out was that the fascists
were killing people not simple physically but also
psychologically. Through bribery and mob manipul-
ation police and military officials perpetrate crude
physical as well as psychological violence and killing.
The magistrate who investigates the assassinatiQil in-
sists on finding out the truth; yet despite his linking
the plot to the police and military, he finds himself
trapped in a web of Bleedy spiders. And students
meekly accept the government's crimes in ke.!ping
with a typn:aIliberal bourgeois movement.
Flashbacks and deJa-vu l.cnRlques were smooth·
ly integrated into the film's flow. Dubbins was
poor; it should've been subtitled. however, despite
any weaknesses in acting and dUbbing, Z idea1ional
level makes it worth seeing. If you miss it t~is
time at the Lucas, try to catch it when it returns.
BUl Strong
tot'A'S'H is an outstanding comedy. At first
take, it comes across an hilariou. anu·lIlIlitary sat-·
tire. On closer inspection, however. the satire be·
yns to crumble.
Takins place durinS the Korean War, the Mobil~
Army Surgical Hospital is located 3 miles from the
front lines. M*A'S*H personnel are seen in speci·
al. once-in-a-Iifetime circumstances. They are in
the army yet insulated from the full rigor of its
discipline. At the same time, thanks to the Army,
they are freed from lheir everyday .responslbilities,
10 the ex ten I lhat military bureaucracy impinses
on M'A'S'H'
The dialogue is rich, wilh asides fragmentary
.xohanges whichare skillfully done. The pannins
oul and close in camera shots are excellent, The:
richness of the incident and dialogue also extends
to the characlers; even the must broadly conceived
chai3cters are something more than stereotypes.
(please turn 10 p.l4, bollom third colUIll\l)
CARNIVOROUS
CARNIVAL*"
"To Suck-off the Youth Market
Atlanta's Cosmic (Commercial Carnivorous)Carnival
was a real rip-off for the few thousand who were zapped
for six and seven dollars. The Carnival took place at the
Atlanta Stadium: the bands were set way off in left field
and the people were dots on the horizon. There was no
feeling of togetherness. Period. Security guard~hip folks,
partolled the infield to make sure nobody invaded the
green grass because of stadium regulations that NO ONE
could get on the infield. Q K _so that's the rule - but
why did Sadistic Sadie (Security) parade all those round
assed chicks all over the field? Why wasn't the stall'
moved in closer to the seats? The sound was terrible,
man. The stadium's acoustics were no good. Why-even
have music in a stadium thai sets up all round bad vibes?
Oh yes, about those security guards: they had tee-
shirts according to rank, some had shirts with Sadistic
Sadie on the front and some had nedyed shirts (they
were the upper echelon rnutins). The S.M. trip looked
like a wet military dream. I even heard some of them
boast that they'd defend the field with their lives.And
Isaw one dude with a blade(before Isplit).
Then there were the tickets: the staff was promised
six press tickets, yet when we got there, we were told
that our names weren't on the list (a big thanx to Pure
Cane Aftermath) .Wehad run an ad for their rip-off
not realizing it was going to be such a total tuck-up of
a rock concert. In return we were told that out of the
'kindness of their hearts' they could give us two press
passes. We all got in by passing them under the fence,
but only two of us were allowed on the field-but why
shouIll anyone have special priveleges? Why shouldn't
the people go on the areflAROlNDlhe Infield if the
infield was off-limits.
then came the rain*****************
*****************
The whole idea of staging a rock concert in a stadium
like Atlanta's was pretty fucked up. The promoters tried
to admit that much AFTERWARDS.Even after it
was obvious that there would be no more tickets sales
ttillptes;_n't opened to the people. It was a closed
commerical deal.
One last thing to add to the list of bummers. The
medical aid was a total farce, doctors didn't even know
what psylicibin was, and didn't know how to treat people
who had flipped out for the occasion. Nurses were shoot-
ing people up with horse needles. Our brothers and sis-
ters were actually slapped in the face and told it's O.K.
when no one knew what they had taken. I r,now because
a brother flipped out and Ihad the misfortune to wit-
ness the crowd cheer him on to complete exhaustion and
collapse. Security people lifted him on the dugout bench
and ignorantly said that everything was all right, even
though they knew nothing of what he might have taken,
and were too stoned to care. Then there was the security
guard stoned on DMT. And HE was supposed to help
people to First/'i/orst Aid. There should have been a
whole staff of people hip to drugs, but of course, the pro-
moters didn't givea shit.
So out of the kindness of my heart, Isay to the pro-
moters of Cosmic Carnivorous Commerical Carnival:
don't come knocking at my door, mothe,Iucker.
•Our people need rides to the Atlanta Pop
Festival and the Smoke-In in Washington,
D.C. Leave number of riders you can take
and the I'ime leaving at the Albion Office,
Get Savannah more together, bll helping
your brothers and sisters left behind. SHARE
DEFENSE FUND FUN
L iberatian News Service/Rolling Stolle
Washington, D.C. (LNS) the producers
of a police community relations project in
Washington found themselves in the strangc
position of helping to finance the legal de-
fense of sworn enern ies of police. Last week,
thanks to the Youngbloods, the Design Cen-
ter is making a slide presentation entitled
"Officer Friendly" which will be shown to
school children by the Municipal Police De-
partment. The music they selected for the
presentation is the Youngblood. record-
ing of "Get Togethef." The Youngbloods
agreed to allOW the use of the recording
on condition that their $200 fee be paid





According to the Savannah Momilll( News, the U.S. State
Department is going to shell out $40.000 to send 'Blood,
Sweat, and Tears' on a cultural tour of three Iron Curtain
countries. If this is true. and it may very well not be con-
sidering the fact that the information came from the Morn-
ing News, but if it is, then it comes as good news to us.
Or at least not bad news. Everybody knows thaI by no
stretch of the imagj)1ation can B S &T be conliidered
among the best rol!k and roll bands III the cou"1ltry. Btit
then who could feature the Grateful Dead in the role of
goodwill ambassadors for President Noxious? The de-
uision, however, to send any rock group on a tour of
foreign countries (especially Iron Curtain countries)
in the name of the U.S. government, must be chalked
up as a breakthrough of some sort. we suppose.
When group member David C1ayton·Thomas, A Can-
adian, was interviewed in connection woth the tour he
was wearing a purple shirt with a peace sign on it and
was quoted <IS saying, "I'm not wearing this by accident.
Iwear it because I believe in it. Our group doesn't stand
for the things Mr. Nixon is doing. Our intent isn't to
show off this administration at all. I've travelled this
country, and I've seen hatred and racism, and I'll
tell that anywhere I go.' Right on' Now all we can
do is hope someone teaches him how to say that
in Polish, Rumanian, and Yugoslavian, which they
probably won't. If someone hasn't already told
him to shut up and stick to his pickin', in all like-
lihood, they soon wil].
The whole thing seems a little ironic and a
little sickening, though, since rock and roll, from
it's inception, has been by it's own rebellious
nature the antithesis of practically everything
symbolized by the Department of the State-
a hunch of paunchy old bald cats fumbling around
posh offices in Washington trying to raise hards
all day and night, and at the same time protect-
ing the imperialistic business interests of hordes
more just like themselves all over Amerika. Some-
how the entire idca becomes less hot when you
think that these slick old bastards in their Brooks
Bros. suits have seen lit to usc some of our bro-
thers for another pig propanganda campaign.
But hell, let's look on the bright side. At least
i~sponsoring this lour. they've granted us some
formal recognition of the validity and potency of
our culture in Amerikan life these days. not that
we give a flying shit whether they recognize us
or not, because WE know we're real. And that's
all that counts in the long run anyway. However,
in a way, it's nicc to know they're still thinking
about us. How can they forget! Who cares if
BS&Ts music is a lillie on the sterile sidc, they
still LOOK like 'dirty hippies' and they still think
peace is "groovy'.We are getting $40.000 out of
the state department for MUSIC. So maybe our
end of the stick really isn't all that shitty this
time. But, wow, why couldn't thev have picked




-REX REED. Holiday Magazine
"A LANDSLIDE OF TRUTHS'
BRILLIANTLYBITCHY AND INCISIVE. II
-TIME MAGAZINE
IIA CRISp, BITING MOVIE! NASTY,
HILARIOUS AND GRATIFYING.II
-REX REED, Holiday MagaZine
IIAN IMPORTANT MOVIE! '!.uz SMITH
CO$mopolita~
"A MOTION PICTURE THAT IS NO-
THING SHORT OF BRILLlANT."
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An often heardcriliCism of Albion's Voice from
whites IS the emphasis on racial mailers. Why do we
take up so much copy on black people? The reason
simply stated is. the world is in the lhmes of a racial
war; it'sliJlle everyllllClis awoken to the reality of the
Third World.
The Third World is the riainB up of the "wretched
of the earth:' The darker-aldnDed peoples haye for
too tona been surreriJIBoppression of whites. A new
~ II developIJII; a new humanity is strug-
I1lna 10 be born. NoveIMOt for liberation i spread·
ingd\rouIllOUt Alia, Africa, South America, through·
out the world. Despite omIDOlI odds, men are stand·
inIup coullJOOUllY aplDat terrible technocratic
milbt of wltIte nations, particularly the U.S. The
Third World II a movement to end the oppressive
'imperiaIIstlc fon:ea of white nations who haye fool-
ishly and pdUy taken OIl the role ofracialsuper·
lority.
As Malcolm X put It, a are living in an era of
revotution, and the revolt of the AmericanNelro
is part of the met1Ion apIDat the oppression and
colonialism wbIdt has chancterlzed this era...
"When an ultimata club between East and
WestII concerned, I thiJIk that an objective analy-
sis of_ts that are takinI p1ace on this earth to-
day points toward some type of ultimate show·
down.
"You can call it a pulitical showdown, or even
a showdownbet_n the economic systems that
exist on this earth, which almost boil down along
racialllnes. Ido believe that there will be a clash
bet_ East aod West.
"I beIlew that there wUl ultimately be a clash
bet_ the opp.-d and t1loIe who do the op-
pressinl- I believe that there wiDbe a clash be-
tween those who _t freedom,justice, and e-
quality and those who want to continue the sys-
tems of exploitation. I believe that there will be
that kind o~clash, but I don't think it will be
based upon color of skin II Elijah Muhammed
had taught it.
"However, Ido think that the European pow-
en, wIIIch are the former colonial poweR, if
they're not able to reactiwi their thinking of
fUperiodty to"", ... "'erCianed people,
whom they aYe been made to thJnk they are
Ioferior, then the lines can easily be drawn -
they can easily be lumped into racial groups
and it will be a racial ym:' (Makolm X Speaks, 232-3)
in a conYenation with former Vietcong leader Ho
Chi Minh, CBS correspondent ))avid Schoenbrun
lllickered at Ho's insistence that the agrarian coun-
try of Vietnam could fight and defeat the might of
France'smodem weaponry. Ho retorted that in the
twentieth century man's hunger for freedom is great-
er than it has ever been. Greater than it was in the
eighleenth century when Washington dared to lead
patri?U apinst the world's greatest power, Great
Britain. Ho asserted that man's hunger for freedom
is stronger than the weapons of technology. And
VtctnaJnesehistory is unfolding that yery truth.
WorldWar II has already proyen the strength of
human resistance to oppression. Hitler had amassed
the strongest military miIlht in the world. Still he
was doomed. In a series of letters 10 a German friend
c:ontalned inRabta1ll:C, R.bellion, and Dearh. Camus
explalnedwhy tbe 11Iird Reich would never succeed.
matter how many French fieldswere dolled with
German factories and occupying troops, Camus knew
the raslstance would overcome. The reason he gave
... 1pIy stated was that Hitler's 00.. for domination
was an mI, neg:lt,¥c force buill on destructive might
which men would never live under. ThaI's exactly
what's happeruna tn Vietnam today: Vtctcong will
not bend their knees aod truckle to Amerikan mili·
tary ana CCOllOdllC on... t reprdless of odds .... n of
""""'*- V_a women and cluldren fight: the
people are aU out struglina apinst a fascist dicta·
tonhlp badted to the hilt by the ,mpenalislic U.s.
Mon IS"...,alDllflCly towud the apoca·
Jypae predicted throuabout BiblICal and myst,c·
aI wntlnp. Odna has wame4 IpIfISI Amenkan
...... A In Alia, yet U.s. troops contmuc 10
advance intope"pheral .E. Asian coun~ of
Culbodia Tbaibnd and Laoo. Eachesca1allon
brinp more darnninI destructive chaos, The
pdf r of Imperialism cannot be con-
tained jUIl war has PO ndanes Whal ark
TWlIl1wd at a century qo now has cry
dear mearnnz: "Ifs a bell of a lot_r to ay
t than II I lOt t' 'Then he was refemna
to U Interten In lhe Philhp. , but only




Here in the South there grows a deepseated
madness to win the war in S.B. Asia. Consider-
ing the Southland is the only section of the U.S.
to really suffer the ravages of war, it seems a sick
psyche has grown from the horrors of militarism
and war. The S.E. Asian war is about the only
government policy rebellious redneck Southern
whitea! support and support strongly. No matter
how many Asians are lost or what the cost, cer-
tain demagogues like Wallace and Maddox.de-
mand a military victory. Make no .mistake that
this lust for victory is a racist drive for whise su-
premacy in Asia as weD as Mrica and the rest of
the Third World countries. The U.S. is the cita-
del of reaction against liberation of darker-skin-
ned peoples because U.S. markets have the most
to lose. Europe is becoming a victim of K·Mart
colonialism, a sateUite of Amerika. Now it's A-
merika in the clear carrying the ball. The U.s.
of A. is the largest economic backer of ihe South
African apartheid, the most overtly racist op-
pressive goYernment in the world. Yet here at
home Amerika plays the hypocritical role of
being for civil rights. Nixon is walking a tight-
rope trying to balance the moderate and con-
servative vote with the reactionary Southern
whi te vote which increasingly and bitterly caUs
for crushing the Vietcong and blacks right here
in Arnerika. WaUace's support threatens that deli-
cate balance. Vietnam has already been lost for
the U.S.: the only thing left to do now is either
admit defeat and pull out or commit genocide;
there can be no diplomatic settlement because
there is nothing to negotiate. The Vietnamese
people will have their country or there'll be no
country. The If.S, wiD have to leave and aUow
self-rule, Asia for the Asians, whieh is inconceiv-
able with the presence of Ametikan troops, or
else Amerika will destroy Vietnam.
Wallace is cagily waiting for 1972 because he
knows Nixon's impossible schizophrenic position.
Rabid racist reactionaries are building up support
every day the war drags on because the mudstream
of Amerika is growing weary of it all and wants a
simple solution. The extreme right offers that kind
of simplicity - "wipe out the dirty gooks before
,they get us'" Wallace's recent gubernatorial yic·
tory doesn't make thil18S look very good at ali
for 1972; it spells a racist rampage that foresha-
dows possible carnage. The only hope is that
radical!militant,liberal!moderate forces through-
out the U.S. are able to form a coalition against
the upsurge of reactionary rightist moyement. Gold-
water's defeat deeply embillered the right as did
Wallace's debacle. So those on the extreme right
like the Minutemen are ready to fight; they're pre-
pared to purge those on the left and try to crush
the Third Wolrd movement for liberation and just-
ice. And those on the left are also prepared tode-
fend their rights regardless of how dangerous the
fight. Patrick Henry once said it right on: "GiYe
me liberty or giYeme death!" That's courage's
undying breath.
Property in Amerika (see page 10) has gained
yalue oyer human liyes: that is the yery curse that
haunts the history of the U.S.; that explains why
students were executed at Jackson and Kent State;
that explains why the hour is getting late. It's time
to get things straight. Either you align yourself
with the oppressors or the oppressed. AsMalcolm
X said, "It is incorrect to classify the reyolt of
the Negro as a simply racial conflict of black a·
gainst white, or as a purely American problem.
Rather, we are today seeing a global rebellion of
the oppressed against the oppressor, the exploit-
ed against the exploiter." Or as Eldridge Cleayer
worded it, "You're either part of the solution or
you're part of the problem." You either take up
arms and flags to hold people down and deny
them their freedom, or you are self-respecting
and courageous enough to risk standing firm
against forces of oppression and to defend hu-
man rights, no mailer what the price. It's be·
coming that simple and there isn't really much
time left to take a stand. Black Panthers are
planning a Continental Congress in Philadel-
phia in September. Hell, the way Bobby Seale's
trial is going, there won't eyen be time for it.
ReYolution is in the making: fear of oppress-
ion is breaking. Many will suffer much before
they come to fully realize that we are alltogeth-
er on this earth that now wrestles restlessly for
rebirth. When men Iruly know that we are all
one under the sun, then we will haye no choice
but to rejoice - and that is the cry of Albion's
". I,Olce. Bill Strong,
--'












The white majority created the black community as
a geographical fact in the American scene. Black lead-
ership has made the black community a vital force in
the American society. And we in the black commun-
ity are particularly indebted to those leaders who stri-
ve to arouse in us an awareness that there is as much
pride in being black - in this country or anywhere -
as there is in being white. And perhaps more.
Certainly, the black community must and can take
immense pride from the strengtb and persistende of
its growing fight against the inequities of black life in
America. We must note with ptide that our fighting
mood has changed. First, we tried "friendly persua-
sion." Now we are increasingly strongly militant in
the face of the unwillingness and professed inability
of the majority government to act on the large scale
required to solve problems in society,
This escalation of militancy in the face of inaction
has brought new power to the black community -
Citential for unity. So the
time has come-agatn to nete that unity is power,
but power does not bring unity unless leadership
~andles it proprerly. New organizations are grow-
~gnow, and a social movement is swelling, feed-
ing and fed by our increasing power. A new align-
ment of community responsiblities is emerging: ad-
ditions to the ranks of our spokesmen are occurring;
followers are sorting out leaders with greater fre-
quency than before; new philosophies and concepts
are being exhausted. In the process we face the
danger that power will begin to split up and we
will be weakened by struggles for power within
our own community.
It is because of this danger that now, more than
ever, we must know what we will do with our mili-
tant energies. We must examine our goals, and reo
define them as necessary - for unity has as much
to do with goals as it does with physical and emo-
tionallikeness. Wemust analvze political shifts and
realities in order to set accurately our priorities and
strategies for action. Wemust do tJiis as a commun-
ity, and for unity's sake we must establish a plat-
form of plans and purpose broad and flexible e- -
nough for all to catch hold. And to do these tbings
we must understand what the word "WE" means
when we use it.
The black community is increasingly a mili·
tant community seeking to express ita growing
black power. But it is a very pluralistic and het-
erogeneous complex of human beings. Militancy
may be one common denominator in our comm-
unity; yet inteJlipnce, independence, and diff-
erence are others just as important. There is no
single black leader, force, or organization that
broadcasts the one and only defmite meaning
of "black power," or the one and only plan for
militant expression. This would be impossible
amongst the 22,000,000 indeoendent black men
and women and children of the U.S. Just so the
black community is not identical to nor fully·reo
presented by any givenmovement, community
organization, leader, or group. The black comm-
unity is all these and more. The black commun-
ity is greater Iban all of its individualistic mem-
bers, and it is proud of the accomplishments
each person and group has contributed to the
growtb of our bl1ck power and solidarity.
The black _nity always has and always
WiIJ strive to preIelIl a solid front to the oppos-
ition which M'"pwing ever stro.r in Ibe
white community. However, while we express
our loyalty to the other side, our leaders must
never make the mistake of believing that we are
all of one mind. We will protect ourselves, yes-
but what we are protecting is our right to set
our own course. We strive to prevent white op-
position from splitting us into warring camps
so that we can have cooperating camps among
ourselves. We are alike only in the desire to de-
termine our own destinies and the fate of our
own community. Our leaders should not believe
that wemust all be of one mind, must all sup-
port one position, must all accept one phil os-
oph\l , or must all express our militancy by
one set of rules. It is the white man, not the
black man, who says that "we" are all the same.
Unit", and the Strenght it brings, demands
free and 'pen discussion, intelligent debate,
precise criticism, and the voluntary coopera-
tion of individuals and organizations and
their resources. Unity for the black commun-
ity lies in a brOad social mOllBnterll - a ~ve-
ment Wllb a place for all types and brands of
black groups and individuals. Disunfty and
weakness come quickly from any effort to co-
erce our variety into a single mold to dictate
...iewpoints and plans to our heterogeneous
community.
More than ever before, and increasingly in
the future, unity is what we must have. The
black community has long born the burden of
the fight for freedom and a just share in the A-
merican society. This fight must go on: the war
against economic and political slavery must be
won. Victory demands the strongest possible
unity within the black community. We cannot
afford leadership action which threaten that
unity.
Wehave been distrubed and troubled by some
recent trends whtch.are developing in parts of
the black community's social movemenr-trends toward
authoritarianism; toward the suppression of dissent; to-
ward Ibe threat of violence and retaliation "!lainst critics;
toward the use of insult and humiliation to enforce com-
munity comformity of viewpoint; and toward the fore-
closure offiee. speech amd free expression within our
own ranks. It IS,wrong and absurd to claim a position of
leadership withm the black community while simultane-
ously excommunicating those who think differently. It
IS wrong for mililtant radicals to attack and attempt to
exclude dissenters and conservatives from our movement
wi~h urgings to 'kill them', or with the use of humiliation.
It rs equally wrong for dissenters and conservatives to
attempt to attack and exclude the militant radicals by
denouncing them as criminals and agitators, or by enlist-
109 the government as an ally in hounding them, No one
lea~er.or group- conser vative or radical-has a patent
on thinking black' or thinking right. .
The mass of people that make up a community shifts
and s~rges.'but seldom if ever moves swiftly or surely in
one direction. It IS the radical thinkers and the militant
leaders, who discover the new directions in which a people
shoul~ move, and then pull or push the people in those
directions. But the people do not move blindly or in
lock-step, And the people never move as far, as fast, or
~ th~ exact directions desired by its radical outriders. The
ac commumty has rejected 'gradualism' and 'all deli·
berate speed' and h d, as move ahead of the leaders who
counsel such mode t· Th .ra Ion. e black commumty wants
to and will move f th .I ur er and faster. But It cannot follow
eaders who do not look back or those who see the com·
munity where the community is not. And it will not
follow leaders who threaten and bully, nor leaders who
attack those who do not readily follow, nor leaders who
wear thilir community face as a mask for simple hatred
or personal ambition.
The black community desperately needs all its leader-
ship working in harmony. Those who would represent
us, who wold speak for us, must get with us to see if we
will follow. We welcome leaders with radical, militant
philosophies and ideas- so long as those ideas and phil-
osophies are built on total community orientation and
an understanding of the variety in our community. Each
leader, each group which seeks to advance the black
community must take a position in our social movement
which respects all other parts of that movement even
while trying to change them. It is the responsibility of
our leadership to keep us marching forward toward the
same goals. But it is also the responsibility of our leaders
to let us march to the separate cadences our individuals
and groups may choose. Leaders wo do otherwise are
ignorant of the process of community detrimental to
the community and its efforts for social change. Leaders
who do olberwise divide us and weaken .....
We reject as ignorant and wasteful those conservatives
cautions which would have us avoid 'rockigg the boat';
which would have us wait on our knees until the maj-
ority 'accepts us', until the government finds the solu-
tions to our problems and invites us in; which would have
us reject 'black power' and 'black pride' because these
concepts seernjto offend the majority.
But we look on thse lines of thought which we reject
as 'legitimate' in the sense that both sorts, old conserv-
atives and new reaction, are propounded by black
people within the black social movement. We will '
our rejection of these ideas, and discuss our own con-
ceptions freely with all comers. And we will find ways
to live with those whom we cannot persuade to our
point of view, and expect that they will do the same
with regard to us.
We feel that these-and other-negatively divergent lines
of thought will fade in importance as community solidarity
grows. We feel that 'black power' is in movement strength
bringing strength to the black community. We would not
Ilke to see this strength used to whip those who dissent
nor,split our commun~ty mto a multitude of 'right-think.
109 but powerless splinters. Wewant to see unity among
all leadership elements in the black community, and in
particular, to see a working coalition between organization
in their variety, and the black power movement in tis varie
Let all black leaders heed this call: let us cut out the di'
isive, the irrelevant, the weakening elements in black thoug
black action, black leadership. Let US, all of us, the black
community do the separating in free debate and open dis«
cussion, in our own council. Let us truly unite iii democrat
fashion to select ways in which we will channel our rnilitan




SAVANNAH /SA arYOFCOVER-UPS. ITTAKESONEsrePFORWARJ) AND EVENWALL Y FALLS. REGRESSING TWO FULL STEPS BACKWARD
.OF ALIJION'S YOICE IlFDlCATE 11IIS PAGE TOSOaETr TOALL OUR BROTHERS AND SISTERS WHOHA VE COME OFAGE IN SA VANNAH'S
7.7J. SIOM' ill'UlUling for governor of our state. Do you
blow lIiurt this mearu? To refresh your memory, we
,.tMr. S/OMT tell the voter's exactly what's on his mind.
qYUM.,eewithMr. Stoner's politics, his quotes will_Ill 110 surpri3e; the rest of us who are shocked
cou/d mill" of no better place than Albion's voice
Suc,,-tety" to place:
J.B. Stontr's GubertUltorial R.cism
1am running on a program of love-love for rhr whitr
nee,l do not want any Jew votes. I do not want any'
blackvotes. Idon't want any Communist votes. I do
not want any Socialist votes. I am a white Cnnsuan
and"proudof it. I am proud to be carrying on this
programof unity and love. No black (Mr. C:M. King
of Albany) is fit to be governor of Georgia and it's
an insult to the people of Georgia to have a black
rulllling.Wben you put a bunch of black savages
in the schools, that is the end of education. If
elected Iwill ask all white teachers to quit their
jo1ls in public schools, reduce tases and cut down
on the welfare money that we spend on these
blaclcs having illegitimate children. I will ask
the legislature to provide travel funds for all
Negroes who want 10 leave the state, and ask
the parole board to release all Negro inmates
whowill agree to leave Georgia for good. The
Federal Bureau of iIlvestigation (FBI) is a
bunch of armed ~p out here protecting
Ibunch of black re tionaries. The Supreme
Court can r.o to Hell
Focll6tJ- iftfOJll&IkIn 'CjlIlIIIi:emin the politics
of J.B. Stoner, .... to llIf ofllce Ilating: I am
white, a Protestaat Christian, have short hair
and believemy wltlte, Proteatut Christian short
haired race to be Superior. '
home-cook
RRRRRrrip-off: Southern Style, Deep Fried
add two hip people (male/female) blend together
lightly
with a brimming cup IuII of rednecks--preseason·
ed all afternoon with beet and pretzels--
(the thick necked, pot·bellied, tattooed variety are
bertfurquiteservin~ .
fold gently and let sinuner on hot sidewalk for
less than SIX' seconds .....Voil!
Read RAP!, an underground paper from Fort Benning and
Columbus, Georgia
Please subscribe ~$S.OO/year for civilians) and/or contribute
what you can, so that we can keep it FREE FOR GI'S.
W,ill! RAP!, Box 894, Main PO, Columbus, Georgia 31902.
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The War In Indochina
Good old Tricky Dickey has scored again! His es-
caltion of the war has caused wide spread protest both
in at home and overseas.
Here at home over 360 of the nation's colleges are
on strike. Many universities are closed for the year.
High schools across the nation are helping convocations
and more than 250 State Department officals have de-
manded an explanation. Nixon's National Youth Dir-
ector, Anthony J. Moffett, quit. Thirty Anti-War
Senators have opened a nation-wide drive for support
(01 an ammendment cutting off funds for United
States military operations in Cambodia, Laos, and
Vietnam.
In Vietnam a few hundred anti-Amerikan Viet-
namese have shot and wounded an Amerikan G.l.
and then burned his jeep.
As always G .l.'s have been caught in the ,roSS-
fire between military escalation and predictable res-
ponse.
Sixteen G.I.'s of ACO 3rd B 22nd INF of the
25th Division refused to leave rear to go to Cambod-
ia. Later all sixteen agreed to go forward to command
base in Vietnam on the understanding they would
into cross the frontier
In creating the Indo-China War, Nixon has ig-
nored Congress and even members of his cabinet. He
,*",ounces his decision to invade Cambodia to the
IDiI6'_' pI!\1jlIe'dayS after It has begun.The United
States is bound by international law to notify the
United Nation's Security Council of any movement
oftroops into foreign states. Nixon notified the !,J.N.
long after the invasion was underway. .
Yes, Tricky Dickey really blew it this time, and
01''''' the government is weakly asking for pro-war
support as the nation is ripping apart at the seams.
Dusty Goodge
Clean-Cuf Fteaks?1
Recently, when the munitions freighter Columbia
Eagle was hijacked, there was a conflict of information
concerning the type of people who did it. UPI reported
that it was done by two'pot smoking, pill-popping hip-
pies'. However, AP reported crewman Lake Ciamboli
as aaying that this wasn't true of the hijackers:lf some-
body told me McKay was going to do something like
this I'd have said you had me fooled. He was a good
looking boy, his hair was cut short and he always dres-
sed neatly.'
The Establishment press, which had fun publishing
such hip expressions as '00 your own thing', and'Tell
it like it is', a few months back, obviously hasn't heard
the newer one that has since come along, 'Get it to-
gether :...
BOOKSON RESISTANCE
Bronx, N.Y. (LNS)-A dozen different books on re-
sistence, including works by Dr. Daniel Berrigan, now
underground, are available from the Resistence Book
Distributors, a new group which can obtain any com-
mercially-published book. People will give the proceeds
to legal defense of anti-war resisters. For a book pnce
list, write Defense Committee, 661 E. 219 St. Bronx
NY 10467.
BANKRUPT THE WAR MACHINE
Cambridge, Mass. (LNS) - Anti-war acti-
vists in many communities are developing
ways to keep money such as tax revenue
out of the hands of the U.S_ government.
For information about these programs,
con tact Econom ic Action for Peace,





here we go agai'1:-:"mparison, Washington's "secret
Lately, lots of people have been talk- war" in Laos right now is larger then
ing about how U.S. troops are overflow- when President Johnson escallted the
ing Vietnam into Laos. While there cer- "special war" into a "limited war" in
lainly are enough troops in Vietnam to Vietnam. Where we had 20,000 advisers
make that possible, Laos has been drown- in Vietnam just before the combat troops
ing in U.S. troops for the last 15.yem. moved in, there are 5,000 edvisen in
Although we've never admitted It, U.S. Laos. The difference is that Laos is only
troops have been there ever since Laotian one ·sixth the size of Vietnam, and. pro·
independence was dfclared by the Geneva portionilly that means 50% mote .. hi&-
Accords of 1954. And we've been bomb- en. What WashiDgton wants is to ... Laos
mg in Laos-too, all the while ""yin, lhal as a buffa-, isolating Vietnam from the
the bombs are only being dropped on rest of Southesst Alii. It also waDtl to
the mythical "Ho Chi Minh trail." (But mike Laos into a base so that it can
then, until just recently j we were sayin, dominate IndoChina and the southern
there were no troops in Laos, and besides, provinces of mainland China by air. The .
how ,can .you bomb a supply trail that Pathet Lao, (the Laotian !;.JeratioD right-
doen t ex"t?) en), won't let them;/Ieithe, wlll...e. .•
CHINA
BOND REDEMPTION FOR PEACE
Clinton, NY (LNS)-If thousands of peuple caoh in
their US Savings Bonds on the same day, the US trea-
sury willbe in trouble. That's the idea of a new anti-
war protest. If US aggression in Indochina has not
ended by July 4, then July 6 is the day to turn in
your bonds. For details about these plans,.conlact
the National Bond Redemption Committee, Ham-













~v_ (~_ ......_."\..._.c;]~!!El~-::..:i.~.~h ..
U.S. troops out of Vietnam, Laos, Korea, Cambodia, Thailand, Afghanistan,
Algeria, American Samoa, Angola, Antigua, Argentina, Australia, Austria~
Bahamas, Barbados, Belgium, Bermuda, Bolivia, Botswana, Brazil, British
Honduras, Burma, Cameroon t:8rdIt~ Islands, Canton
and Enderbury Islands, , Chad, Chile,
Colombia, Congo-Bra iI:a,: Cuba (Guan·
tanamo), Cyprus, Den • 1:I Salvador,'
Ethiopia, Finland, Fran ibr8Iter, Greece,
Guam, Guatemala, Gui J(Oflg, Iceland,
India, Indonesia, Iran, I Coat, Jamaica,
Japan, Johnston Islands, "', Malagasy
Republic, Malawi, Malaysia, s Martin-
ique, Mauritania, Mexico, Nepal' Nether-
lands, Netherlands Antillllf,; N~ia, Pakis-
tan, Panama, Paraguay, Pe. ' Republic of
Rwanda, Ry~kyu Islands, rra Leone, Singa-
pore, Republic of South A , Spain, Swan Island
Swaziland, Swedan, Switzerland, St. Helena Colony, Surinam, Taiwan'
Tanzania, Trinidad and .T~bago, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom:
Uruguay, Venezuela, Virgin Islands, Wake Island, Yugoslavia, Zambia this
country's Black and Latin communities, whatever college towns are m.ing






1IIe IIlOIl ... 'll*tioD faciD& .. today is whether
or DOl _ pIIIIet will c:ualimle to .. pport life. Wehave
creafild iIIIllt1lllolla that ... liteully destlOYiD& our world.
II is up to \II to stop thI <:Nation of ~ illstilUtiooS
0lId to conect or dIItJoY tIM oaea a1JeadyIn opemliOD.
...... the ...... tbIef oflMul. air, minds, and U- is
thI CII' Eacb yeu _r so,ooo AmerikaJIs 100IIl their
IIveIID auu.noblle lotdcIoatI. mel iI the Ions run our
.... aatlollllll)' be loll because of this monlter on.....1IlI fol1owlq Il1ide excerpted from the H/ddetl
1)fMIIuIoII by Edward T. ~
AulOlllObllel ..... te IIIIIl not only from the en-
wIroameIIt but flOlll human contact as weD.They
permit only IIIOStllmlted types of Interaction, \ISo
..... COIIIP8t1ti", .. _lie and destructive. If
people are to be broua!lt toptber again, given a
~ to pi acquainted with each other, and In-
wIwd in 1lIlUIe,I01111 f\uldameDtaI solutio... m~t
be found to the piObIemI poIlld by the automobile.
1bese bidden aodI1 COllI, which people aren't
awaJe or prefer to iJDO/!e, mUll be realiZed.
AIforms of power pro4uction requiring the
barniD& of loIsiI fuela ~ "air poUution." Six·
ty percent of aD pallutaala added 10 the air in the
U.s ome from !be Intemal cOlllbustion engine.
Tbere are seven major types of air poDution:
IeIII solely from leaded psoIines used in autos),
hydrocarllooa, CIIbon lIIOIIOXideand dioxide,
m1fu oxide, particulates,ud nitrogen oxides. Hy·
droc bona and nitropn OXIdes(deadly poisons),
react ng cheltDcaDywith atmospheric oxygen in
SUllIight,are the major coastituents of smog. The
auto ,obiIe prodw:es more lead, hydrocarbons,
carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides per passen·
IJIf mile thaD does the helicopter, Boeing 707, bus,
train, motorcycle, or Iteam car. Ineed not com·
ment on the air poIIutiORcaused by bicycles and
"ftIkIoa.
AI" en< ~ dlaeues have been at·
'" tatlrp. ....11 no doubt that
OCIlItinuaI bnetIJiDI of polIlIted air is injurious
• • 'D'tI: ., orItw"of tIJe Lm AnaeJes Board of
"cet!op, tht IdIooI cfJ/hIJen of L.A. are not
POR ER FARTERS
Idme to ICbooI ia the IIIlKIlin& and make a left
tml to AbmGnIIlxI-' I iDnltably run 1010
TI1ICldlIaC I Iy 'IebIcJe: and a cloud of
sdI.... Ibict 11le trucks numbered
2IS are out this smoIte continuously.
ed to W1lte the 8IIthorities, bul I'.. tried
OR (All I plMdt a lett.. no action).
Iona I read In the Saoannah papet thatUnlOn
Hunl --. and SannnaIt Machine and Found· I
ry reprimalloIed for poIIul", the Saoamah River.
die uaIJy apolIo;ze.t lhe compan ... ex·
<bUM. to them that be they did nOI mean
Itt Ibm-.ed tMm not to do II.10 or
Idpi a .... _ twenly thousand
rown al t'-' I l .y lhat thISamount
noth III COl1IIM Unton Camp'a pro-
be a rid lout u atement It would
a deat
CllllIpIlIa 1M}' be ry. but th.
not It Ilbout.- Saoamahians told
.... 10atop smoIte IDour faces.
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aDowec1 to "run, skip, or jump" inside or out-
tide 00 stI\Og'8Iert days. In keeping with our pre-
sent practice of labelling cigarette packages, aU
CIII should bave written on their dashboards
and abo¥< their exhaust pipes: "Caution: air-
poUutilm produced by this vehicle Is damaging
tor-health and may result In premature
death froin bJDgcancer, cardiovascular disease,
empltyaema, or other causes."
EadImode of transportation uses a smaUer
or Iaqer part of the earth's limited surface:
Auto: One crowded highway lane (12 feet
wide) carries an average of 3,6000 passengers per
hour at 65 m.p.h., 140 feet spacing between
CIII-
Trains: Half-filled trains (one per minute) can
uanaport 42,000 passengers per hour - 12 times
tbeear.
Buses: Half.ftI1ed buses, on the same lane and
under the same conditions as an auto can carry
60,000 people per hour - 17 times as many as
tbe ear.
BicYcle:A highway lane can comfortably hold
two bicycle lanes, allowing 10;600 people per
hour at IS m.p.h., 10 feet spacing.
In Berkeley, each citizen has 28.1 square feet
of parks. Each automobile has 968 square feet
of roads. It has been estimated that I% is used
by the automobile.
Ubiquitous use of the automobile has made
possible the extensive suburban sprawl so ty·
pical of today's landscape escape. The private
suburb and the private automobile are locked in
an embrace which perpetuates a life style des·
tructive to most of jlUmanity.
Each year, alntost one million broken down
autos are aban d along roadsides, in fields,
and on cily stre The auto corporations con·
lInue 10produ.. .w alld better" monsters each
Y"t' which will, t acIver"", raise your status,
make you rnO'I!l maSClllme, and raise their profils .
The hulks coufd be .-eycled. Recently, a Salvage
Company proposed to do just that. Evidently, reo
DRINK STINK SINK
In the May 2 issue of the Saturdtly Review p.SS,
there is a listing of US cities with sub-standard drinl<ing
water systems. According to the US Public Health Ser-
vice, over 80 cities in 2ll *tates have sul>standard systems.
Five cities in Georgia fall into the above category. Aug·
usta, Brunswick, Macon, Waycross, and Savannah.
In Savannah there Is a 24 % Increase of individual
billings. Industrial zoning pays far less than home owners
(a millage of 5 as opposed 10 36). The people have been
paying for industrial property tax exemptions. Now the





c cling has becOme profitable. Iron ore Is becom-
;g increasingly hard to find and the poorer ore
Is more costly 10 process. .
Another dwindling resource Is petroleum. Pri-
vate automohiles use almost one-half the ~rude
petroleum production in the ,!.~.Supplymg
this vast amount of fuel, 80 billion gaU~ns year-
ly, takes equipment of gigantic prop~,:"ons. and
entails great risk. We now are aU familiar WIth
the fantastic ecological damage caused by petrol.
eum accidents:. Santa Barbara, Torrey Canyon, and
the latest planned disaster in the Alaskan tundra.
Such Is the price of •American Progress.' How con-
venient for the petroleum industry If it were no
longer compelled to drill wells and search for petrol
eum, but could simply skim oil from the oceanls
surface .
When we choose to travel by auto rather than
other means, our decision is Influenced in part by
the amount of money we must individually spend
and in part by the relative convenience and free-
dom by operating our own private motor vehicle.
We rarely consider our contribution to air pollu-
tion wasteful use of land, our depletion of fossil
clim~te through addition of carbon dioxide. We
don't pay directly for these; they are the hidden
social costs. They must be paid for by everyone
else, ultimately our descendents.
Another hidden social cost is the exploitation
of the world's resources to sustain our luxurious
and wasteful culture. The U.S. has approximate·
ly 5% of the world's resources. Ever-Increasing
consumption is necessary for our corporate cap.
italist economy.
Increased profits obviously accrue from the
private motor car method of Iransportation. Peo·
pIe must realize that a profit-expanslon moti-
vated culture can never be ecologically conscious.
Capitalism is an ever expanding economic system.
Infinite expansion within a closed resource sys·
tern (earth) only leads to eventual dest1Uction.
Or as Marx put it, "Capitalism has within it the
seeds of its own destruction."
Although socialism is not inherently inter·
ested in ecology, as evidenced by Russia, only
within a socialist framework can there lie a
possibility ra 1I_'''III''''''''''' .....__ ....:::
cious society. Meeting Ihe needs of the people
must be top priority, not the priorily of pro-
fit. (to be continued next/ssue)
There is stiD more vitality and variety among the
characters as a group. then the fact tjlat most
of the cast Is new to the screen (in addition to
the excellence of their acting) helps to make
their richness starid out.
In short, M·A*S*H is not about army life
or rebellion: It's about the ,human condition,
and that's why it's such an exciting film.
The same goes for Women in Love: it's
total cinemagraphic experience not to be
missed. Perhaps one of the best films of the
decade,Women in Love not only matches
lawrence's book but even makes improve-
ments because of the cultural advances in
the last ten years since the book was written.
M*A*S*H was held over at the Terrace for
eight weeks, if you didn't see it be sure to
see it and Women in Love.
B-- t
Dr.Gatch's
(LNS) Dr. Donald Gatch made a name for
himself in 1967 as South Carolina's "Hunger
Doctor." He focussed national attention on the
conditions of hunger and malnutrition among
the poor people of Beaufort County. Now,
three years later, Beaufort flounty is taking re-
venge on him.
Dr. Gatch was indicted by a Beaufort
County grand jury on Nov. 24,1969, for fou
violations of state drug laws. The case was co
tinued from a special January session of cou
when Gatch was unable to retain suitable co
~l. ~>
The trial has now been delayed for a seCO"tll
time at the request of the state. Solicitor Ran-
dolph Murdaugh, Jr., told the judge of General
Sessions Court in Beaufort, S.C., on March 5,
that the prosecution was unable to present all
of its witnesses. A delay was granted until the
June term of court.
Gatch has not been popular among local
whites lincehe testified before the Citizen's
Board 01 inquiry into Hunger and Malnutri-
tion in the U.S. in 1967. He told the panel,
wjtich met in Columbia, S.C., that he frequent-
ly encountered in his practice among the poor
blacks of Beaufort County, several deficiency
diseases that were supposed to have been com-
pletely eradicated in this country forty years
ago. He went on to describe the presence of o-
ther pernicious diseases that were thought to
exist only in underdeveloped nations of the
Third World.
Dr. Gatch revealed the results of a study he
had conducted among blacks in one part of the
country which showed that 70% suffered from
intestinal parasites; for those under 5 years of
age, the figure was over 80%. "At last count,"
he told investigators, "about five years ago, I
think there had been eight deaths that I consider-
ed attributable to parasites." Gatch at that time
was the only white doctor in the county who






along the sea coast
at the Southern tip of Sout Carolina. The area is
an obvious study in contrasts between rich and
poor; only a few miles from Gatch's office in
Bluffton is Hilton Head Island, a $100 million
development catering to the jet set. The local
paper accused Gatch of "aggravating" the situa-
tion, and many people feared that he was driving
the tourists (and their dollars) away.
Early last year the doctor garnered more un-
favorable publicity when his name was connect-
ed with the "FreedomPhysical," an unsuccessful
attempt to insure that young black men would
receive any medical deferments from the draft
to which they were entitled, just as young white
men habitually did. But the Freedom Physical
was literally run out of the county, which is not
surprising when one rooks at some of the coun-
ty's more influential residents. The Defense De-
partment is the largest employer in the area.
Beaufort County is the home of Parris Island, a
Marine Corps Air Station and a simulated Viet-
namese village called 'Bong Son." L. Mendel
Rivers represents the district in Congress where
he serves as chairman of the House Armed Ser-
vices Committee.
Either Olle of these activities by Itself would
--------------
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Hatches ...
have been enough to damn Dr. Gatch in the eyes
of local whites. But to his anti-hunger crusade
and the Freedom Physical he added on e more
sin: an unorthodox approach to the therapuetic
uscl of drugs like marijuana and LSD.
He told a reporter from Esquire magazine in
19611: "We're doing ourselves a great disservice
in this country in our attitude toward some of
the psychedelic drugs, LSD, marijuana. I'm not
talking about kicks, now I mean ethical medi-
cine." He went on to describe one, drug "which
can be bought for about a dollar a gallon. It's a
pain killer, and it's ingested through the skin.
With a gallon of that stuff, that old woman
back there (a patient suffering from arthritis)
could swab herself everyday. She'd be a lot more
comfortable and a lot happier. But it would be
against the law for her to have it. The medicine
she can have costs $15 a month, and she can't
afford it. That's crazy."
Gatch touched on this same topic from time to
time in speeches, and then one day last summer a
state drug inspector arrived in Bluffton to check
jis records. Gatch says he was told at that time
that if he would leave the state, there would be
no prosecution. By November, however, Gatch
still looked like a fairly permanent fixture, and
the Beaufort County grand jury indicted him on
charges of failing to keep proper records, dis-
pensing drugs without a prescription, and using
drugs himself. "I view this indictment as being
politically motivated. I know the state of South
Carolina has been trying to discredit me for the
last two years," he told one reporter. "This is an-
other attempt along this line." This is not the
first time they have tried to put Gatch in prison.
If convicted he faces 6'h years in prison and a
$6,500 fine. Attorneys have advised that fighting
this case in court will be a lengthy and costly
process. Dr. Gatch is indigent and funds are bad-
ly needed. Contributions may be sent to the Na-
tional Emergency Civil Liberties Committee,
25 East 26th Street, New York, New York, 10010.
Checks should be made payable and earmarked for
the Gatch Defense Fund.
_.
TEACH YOUR CHILDREN WELL -
On May 25 national representatives from the A· for which educators are entitled. Jeanette Car-
merican Federation of Teachers met with at least roll feels that all county teachers deserve fairer
rwemy percent of the public school teachers of treatment than manipulation by school adminis-
Chatham County - the minimum number required trators and board members. "I hold a masters
to establish a union. David Selden, National Presi- degree. Certainly, I ought to be able to think
dent of AFT, presented the charter recognizing the as well as the officials." Teachers want to be
Savannah Federation of Teachers as a local branch consulted instead of insulted.
of the national teachers union. Savannah teachers, following the recent
Officers of SFT were nominated and elected trend set by teachers across the nation, have
from the floor. Jeannette Carroll was chosen Pres- organized in order to update the school system,
ident. Freddie West, a faculty member of Richard creating a better place in which to teach and to
Arnold School, received the office of Vice Presi- learn. For their students and for themselves
dent. Savannah High School instructor, Joan Mor- they seek change and solutions, better condi-
gan, was selected to serve as Secretary; and Doro- tions and facilities.
thy Crawford, Harris Street School facility memo Specific complaints involve such issues as
ber, to serve as Treasurer. teachers' salaries; the quality of the school
Savannah's public school teachers who belong board members; the busy-work that is required
to the school administration controlled Chatham of teachers; the intimidating invasion of c1ass-
County Association of Education, felt the necess- room privacy by school officials; teacher eval-
ity for a union of strictly teachers. Consequently, uation, and the local retirement plan.
small groups of discontent teachers met. On April The last pay increases granted by state legis-
13, they held a countywide meeting. Through the lation amounted to $400. However, every teacher
mail they invited all faculty members of public in Chatham County did not receive a $400 raise.
schools, including such special education institu- Some were given a $10 or a $5 increase. Many no-
tions as the Manpower Development Training vice teachers got nothing. In Chatham County, ac-
Program. An encouraging attendance of over cording to the salary index, each instructor recei-
two hundred teachers induced two organiza- ved a standard percentage of his latest salary.
tional meetings. Held prior to the May 25 char- Those teachers receiving the highest salaries got
ter meeting, they explained the nature of the the largest pay increase. Those who needed the
proposed teachers' union. most increase got less. 'The rich got richer.'
Members of SFf anticipate the formation of Of the numerous changes requested by SFT,
a state-wide union. Atlanta is the only other many are expensive. The board claims that all
city in Georgia with a citywide teachers' organ- 20 milts, the entire local financial source for
ization. Steps are being taken to establish local eduaational expenses, will be utilized in the 1970-
unions in Atlanta, Savannah, Macon, and Colum- '71 school year budget. The money is not avail-
bus into a state organization. able. Teachers do not disagree; however, some
Union member MIS. Lee Rowe, who bas claim that money has been misspent by the board.
taught in Chatham County for fifteen years, So, money stands as one obstacle to progress
describes the prime purpose of SFT as the a- within Savannah's public school system. Another
chievement of professional growth and dillllity obstruction is the ball game played between the
YOUR PARENTS' HEll IS JUST aGOODBYE
school board and the school administration. When·
ever a teacher or a student demands decisive action
on an issue, the administration throws the ball of
responsibility to the board, and vice versa.
MissCarroll states that the union of teachers
does not want to exercise the ability to put child-
ren in the streets. A strike is the last straw in the
teachers' crusade to win the ability to educate
children. SFT is hopeful with respect to the up-
coming school board elections. Comments Presi-
dent Carroll: "We want the chance to work with
the board; not for the board."
An estimate of 20% of faculty activity is
spent policing the school. For instance, during
a 30 minute lunch period, a teacher is required
to inspect the schoolrhmchrooms and bathrooms
and to eat. Approximatley 20% of a teacher's
role is directed toward educating. Administra-
tors distract the bulk of a teacher's time which
could be devoted to instruction for the sake of
quality education instead of channelling it into
clerical and police duties.
- Patsy Brennan
Editor's note: This article clearly documents
what MarshallMacluen meant when he said that
schools today are means of repressing youth and
that the school administrators are at war with the
young people. Not on"/)' youth, I might add, but
also teachers who are creative and want to give
children a positive education which will liberate
them instead of policing them. Next issue Al-
bion's Voice will report on the high school dress
code vs. the Supreme Court ruling on the length
of students' hair and dress being Jlef~ strictly up




Your rap can appear here. Rates are $.10 per word.
$.15 for aU cape in advance or billed at a minimum
cjwll of $3 per ad for 3 consecutive issues.
0ftiGe furniture (f_. desks. chairs, etc.) needed. for
A~~Y~, ..........................................
'66 AlIa Romero Jullia SS for sale; phone 355-0739.
ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
68 MGM:T Mark II for sale; phone 232-3390.
!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!t!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! n!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Rockband a
Rock band available for gigs. Contact 'Byrd' at 232·3390
11111" II" III" 111111111111111++++++++++++
TIJNE IN: Riders wanted around Oct. 1st for Minn. area.
ContactAlbion~ Voice.
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
Orn you diganotherPeaceFestillalf.Well,it may come
off in July - let's allgive it a try!
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Photography. Contact Albion's Voice.
Jobs wanted for free lance draftsman. Phone 232-3390.
=---=================
17 year-old make wants to share apt. or house with other
human being - contactAlbion ~ Voice.
----------------------------------
Riden andridesneeded to Rock Festivaland Washington.
Contact Albion's Voice.
!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!1!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!
For sale: '56 Gibson los Paul & Fender Bassman amp.
$250 apiece or 5400 for both.
5SSSS5SSS55S5S55SSSSSSSSSSSSSS5S5SSSSSSSSSSSSS
Free kittens - phone 355-3332.
11// II I /1///1/11 II III // II / I fill I // I I I II //1//1/1/////////// I ///1// I / I
Underground Papers: receive the latest edition of a differ-
ent underground newspaper each week. No duplications.
SIO for six months or SI7 @year. A U.P.S. paper available




This ~Nication is a ImJiler of the \NERo
GIlOOI'OPRm> SYNDICAlF. Any a1taII't to
JeII8!IS this.puNication will be net with the tola1
~ energy of over lOOOIHER.PAftRS
AClOO BOllI roUECI1VELYlHROOOH
(fS AND INDIVIDUAlLY. FuU ~ finan-
cia\, political. nuaI. rredia, and street SIJIlIUl
is imIaDlty availaNe and will be used to keep
DFBXM <FPRESS AliVE. No U'S tub-
lialtion IIlL'l ever been ~y lept [SIIEII.
\\\: 1<Weyoo, but - BE ADVISED.
If you get hassled or see someone else getting
hassled by cops or goons, remember the follOllling
information: the exact orderof events; the nome
of the person doing the hassling- if it's (l pig get
his badge number; the timeandplace of the evetit.
Wemake a policy of defending to our fullest ex-
tent all of our salesmen/women. However. for US to
help to the best of our ability, we need to know ex-
actly what happened. Turn in alt:information at our
office at 24 W. Gaston, basement.
4!lTI2&IiT
DIIALE..
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Dine out tonight with your wife, girlfriend, mother
(business entertainment?) and enjoy gracious dining
end live theat'e at the HistoricWhile Hart Restaurant
and new lincoln Street Theatre. Special theatre din.
ner $-4.50, tickets $3.00 for only $7.50- total gives
you each a wonderful night out on the townl
Whit. Hart Lincoln Str•• t
NOW PLAYING
"the Owl and the Pussycat"
by
BillManhoff
Produced by special arrangements with
Samuel French, Inc.
Re.erYation. 233- 0018
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